Reactivation and refolding of reassociated dimers of rabbit muscle creatine kinase.
Creatine kinase (ATP:creatine N-phosphotransferase, EC 2.7.3.2) is a good model for studying dissociation and reassociation during unfolding and refolding. This study compares self-reassociated CK dimers and CK dimers that contain hybrid dimers under proper conditions. Creatine kinase forms a monomer when denatured in 6 M urea for 1 h which will very quickly form a dimer when the denaturant is diluted under suitable conditions. After modification by DTNB, CK was denatured in 6 M urea to form a modified CK monomer. Dimerization of this modified subunit of CK occurred upon dilution into a suitable buffer containing DTT. Therefore, three different types of reassociated CK dimers including a hybrid dimer can be made from two different CK monomers in the proper conditions. The CK monomers are from a urea-denatured monomer of DTNB-modified CK and from an unmodified urea dissociated monomer. Equal enzyme concentration ratios of these two monomers were mixed in the presence of urea, then diluted into the proper buffer to form the three types of reassociated CK dimers including the hybrid dimer. Reassociated CK dimers including all three different types recover about 75% activity following a two-phase course (k1 = 4.88 x 10(-3) s(-1), k2 = 0.68 x 10(-3) s(-1)). Intrinsic fluorescence spectra of the three different CK monomers which were dissociated in 6 M urea, dissociated in 6 M urea after DTNB modification, and a mixture of the first two dissociated enzymes were studied in the presence of the denaturant urea. The three monomers had different fluorescence intensities and emission maxima. The intrinsic fluorescence maximum intensity changes of the reassociated CK dimers were also studied. The refolding processes also follow biphasic kinetics (k1 = 3.28 x 10(-)3 s(-1), k2 = 0.11 x 10(-3) S(-1)) after dilution in the proper solutions. Tsou's method [Tsou (1988), Adv. Enzymol. Rel. Areas Mol. Biol. 61, 381-436] was also used to measure the kinetic reactivation rate constants for the different three types of reassociated CK dimers, with different kinetic reactivation rate constants observed for each type. CK dissociation and reassociation schemes are suggested based on the results.